
 

What is the Board of Gems? 
This is not an ordinary gemstone class. It is not a class where the first thing 

you have to do is go out looking for and buying expensive stones. The Board 
of Knowledge Gems is a class where you have a paper with 36 Signs, which 
is called a Board. These Signs partly represent the stones that will lie on top 
of each Sign, but the Signs can also be used alone. You use the stones that you 
might already have and lay them on the right Sign and place on the Board. An 
individual specific Sign will represent the stone(s) you do not have, so you 
will use a Sign instead of a stone. When you lay stones on the Signs they will 
be cleansed and charged by the Signs underneath them. To make it easier for 
you all of the individual Signs have the gemstones name on it. You might 
copy and cut out and laminate the Signs and use them as gemstones.  
 

The name The Board of Knowledge Gems is shortened and called Board of 
Gems. The Board of Gems is a branch of The Board of Knowledge and as that 
called a Sprout. There are five Sprouts coming out from The Board of 
Knowledge. Each Sprout takes forward, explains or refines a certain part of 
Everything, Everyone and the All. The Board of Gems takes forward, explains 
or refines the inner vibration, frequency of the entire All.  

 
In The Board of Knowledge education we talk about that there are five 

Boards, Board 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, but in the Board of Gems there are only three 
Boards. The First Board of Gems has qualities from The Board of Knowledge 
Board 1 and 2. This is the first of these three Gem Boards. In the second class 
of Board of Gems, you learn about using the Second Board of Gems that has 
the qualities from The Board of Knowledge Board 3 and 4 together. In the 
third class of the Board of Gems you learn about using the Third and final 
Board of Gems, that has the qualities from The Board of Knowledge Board 5. 
It is separate, because of its strength and power. The Second and the Third 
Board of Gems has of course different Signs and mineral and semi-precious 
gemstones. 

 
In the class you learn special power layouts, ceremonies and upgrades, 

making power-points in nature and making water/drops and much more. I love 
stones so I hope to see you for this class adventure in the world of gems! 


